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PART 13 - REFLECTIONS 
 

Now that my tower project is almost finished, 

I (and my checkbook) can rest for a while.  I 

worked steadily on the project for several 

years and I can use a break!  I still have to 

build the automatic and pilot-activated 

controls but that’ll come in time.  For now, 

I’d like to simply bask in the glory of my 

accomplishment. 

And just what DID I accomplish?  For starters, 

I salvaged, restored, and gave new life to a 

long-forgotten and under-appreciated part of American aviation history.  My tower witnessed the birth of 

commercial aviation when rickety biplanes were the norm, and my neighbor and I watched the International 

Space Station trace a slow arc high above that very same tower late one night last year.  Wow!   

I also met a lot of great like-minded folks along the way.  John L, a beacon restorer in California e-mailed me a 

couple of years ago to ask if I would mind sharing my plans for my tower’s foundation.  He was also restoring 

an old airway tower and was impressed with my own foundation’s construction.  I also heard from Steve O in 

New Mexico who’s part of a group that’s not only restoring a tower, but also a whole 1950’s Flight Service 

Station!  And there’s Dave D in Arizona who’s apparently spent a lifetime 

collecting beacon manuals, construction drawings, and other historical 

documents.  He’s the Beacon History Guru for our loosely-formed and 

growing Beacon Restorers Group and has been a tremendous source of 

information that he freely shares with us Beacon Nerds.   

The story of my tower has appeared on several websites, has been 

written up in my local newspaper, and even the FAA’s Historian in 

Washington, DC has expressed an interest in doing a story on my tower.   

Word of my tower has circulated around the Houston area and several 

antique airplanes have already flown in to park under it to take photos.  

The local Ford Model A Club is planning to do the same thing in a couple 

of weeks.  I can’t imagine a nicer compliment! 

The weather station on top of my tower is plugged into the web and I 

recently discovered that one of the major Houston TV stations 

occasionally cites my temperature, dew point, barometric pressure, 

winds, and rainfall stats. 

But the best thing that has come out of my project is the wide-eyed amazement of my grandkids when they 

see what their Grandpa Harvey built!  And my kids surprised me with a plaque this past December to hang 

near my tower.  That plaque is, without a doubt, the BEST Christmas present I’ve ever received!!! 



         

 

 


